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Abstract: A subject analysis of oblique subject-like arguments remains controver- 5
sial even across themodern languageswhere the available data are not finite: while
such arguments are considered syntactic subjects in Icelandic, they have more
often been analyzed as objects in Lithuanian, for example. This issue has been left
relatively unattended for the ancient Indo-European languages outside of Sanskrit
(Hock 1990), Gothic (Barðdal & Eythórsson 2012) and Ancient Greek (Danesi 2015). 10
In this article, we address the status of oblique subject-like arguments in Old Irish,
whose strict word order enables us to compare the position (relative to the verb
and other arguments) of nominative subject arguments of the canonical type to
oblique subject-like arguments. We first establish a baseline for neutral word order
of nominative subjects and accusative objects and then compare their distribution 15
to that of oblique subject-like arguments under two conditions: i) on a subject anal-
ysis and ii) on an object analysis. The word order distribution differs significantly
across the two contexts when the oblique arguments are analyzed as syntactic
objects, but not when they are analyzed as syntactic subjects. These findings add
to the growing evidence that oblique subject-like arguments should be analyzed 20
as syntactic subjects, although their coding properties are non-canonical.
Keywords: Old Irish, Oblique Subjects, Subject Properties, Case, Word Order
1 Introduction
One of the long-standing puzzles of language is the interaction between grammati-
cal relations and case marking. Traditional and school grammar handbooks rely 25
heavily on the consistency of case marking in the identification and definition of
subjects; subjects are assigned nominative case, while objects are in one of the
oblique cases. However, in practice, this “rule” does not describe all subjects in all
languages, cf. Andrews 1976 for Modern Icelandic and Masica 1976 for the South
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Asian languages; see also Barðdal 2000 on the obsolescence of the equation of
subject with nominative case for Old Scandinavian.
Since the 1970s, non-canonically case-marked subjects have been documented
in the world’s languages far beyond what would be expected according to the
traditional viewof subjects as thenominative argument of a clause, see e. g.Hermon5
1985 on Native American languages, Verma &Mohanan 1990 on Dravidian, Steever
1998 on Dardic, Shibatani 1999 on Japanese, Bickel 2004 on Tibeto-Burman, Moore
& Perlmutter 2000 on Russian, Yoon 2004 on Korean, Rákosi 2006 on Hungarian,
Landau 2009 on Hebrew, and Verbeke, Kulikov & Willems 2015 on Indo-Aryan, to
mention only a fraction of the relevant literature.10
Within the Indo-European language family, there is a consensus in thefield that
there are oblique subjects in Modern Icelandic and Modern Faroese (Andrews 1976;
Thráinsson 1979; Zaenen, Maling & Thráinsson 1985; Barnes 1986; H. Á. Sigurðsson
1998; Jónsson 1996; Barðdal 2001 etc.), while opinions aremore dividedwith regard
to German (Fanselow 2002), Russian (Moore & Perlmutter 2000), Romanian (Rivero15
2004), Lithuanian (Holvoet 2013), Italian (Benedetti 2013), and Spanish (Willgohs&
Farrell forthc.), inter alia, where oblique subject-like arguments seem to pass some
but not all of the subject tests. The disagreement in the field raises the theoretical
and methodological issue of where to draw the line between the subject tests that
count as necessary and sufficient for defining an argument as a subject, and those20
that do not. This in turn raises the question of whether an independent definition
of subject is not more desirable than a definition based on adherence to the subject
tests (see Barðdal 2013).
While there has been extensive work on the status of oblique subject-like argu-
ments in some of the other Indo-European languages (Hock 1990; Rögnvaldsson25
1991; Rögnvaldsson 1995; Rögnvaldsson 1996; Allen 1995; Kristoffersen 1996; Falk
1997; Faarlund 2001; Barðdal & Eythórsson 2003; Barðdal & Eythórsson 2012;
Eythórsson & Barðdal 2005; Fedriani 2014; Ingason, E. F. Sigurðsson &Wallenberg
2011; Danesi 2014; Grillborzer 2014), especially in Germanic, there is next to no
work on their syntactic behavior in Old Irish.30
One of the problems arising when investigating subjecthood in the ancient and
classical languages of the Indo-European language family is freedom of word order,
as word order is one of the tests used successfully in subject research in the mod-
ern languages. This is particularly true for Vedic Sanskrit, Avestan (poetic texts),
Tocharian, Latin, and to some extent Ancient Greek. In Old Irish, however, word35
order is considered to be relatively more fixed than in other ancient Indo-European
languages (Thurneysen 1946: 327; McCone 2005: 47, cf. Mac Giolla Easpaig 1980:
28), possibly with the exception of Hittite.
Because of the strict word order inOld Irish, the position of nominative subjects
and oblique subject-like arguments can be compared to determine if they share40
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this syntactic behavior; if consistency is found across the two types of case-marked
arguments, that constitutes strong evidence for an analysis of these oblique subject-
like arguments as subjects. Through this investigation, we also address a serious
methodological problem, namely, how one can approach the concept of “subject”
in languages which are limited by the content of ancient/fixed corpora, some even 5
severely limited in size. Several tests for subjecthood, such as control constructions,
require the argument in question to surface in a very specific syntactic context,
whereas for word order, any sentence is a potential data point.
In order to address this, we first empirically establish a baseline for Old Irish
word order, taking verbs that select for nominative subjects and accusative objects 10
as our starting point. We then compare the neutral position of nominative subjects
and accusative objects with the position of oblique subject-like arguments. Our
results indicate that oblique subject-like arguments in Old Irish pattern in the
same way as uncontroversial nominative subjects, suggesting that they are indeed
behavioral subjects 15
The structure of this article is as follows. First, in Section 2, we give examples
of oblique subject constructions from several early Indo-European languages and
demonstrate their predicate and argument structure. In Section 3, we elaborate on
the traditional subject tests, drawing on studies of both nominative and oblique
subjects. There, we argue for the validity of word order distribution as a means of 20
distinguishing between subjects and objects in strict word order languages like Old
Irish. In Section 4, we consider word order and subject position in Old Irish. Neutral
word order for Old Irish is given as VSO in the handbooks and we empirically
confirm this fact for canonical nominative subjects. We discuss established and
potential alternative analyses of oblique subject-like arguments and subsequently 25
compare the behavior of nominative subjects to oblique subject-like arguments
with regard to word order distribution. The results are analyzed and discussed
in Section 5. Since the existence of oblique subjects has been most conclusively
established for Icelandic, we compare the results from Old Irish with Icelandic. A
summary and overall conclusions are presented in Section 6. 30
2 Object of investigation: the oblique subject
construction
The object of our investigation, the oblique subject construction, is shown in
(1) below with examples from all 11 branches of Indo-European (cf. Conti 2009;
Luraghi 2010; Barðdal, Smitherman, et al. 2012; Barðdal, Bjarnadóttir, et al. 2013; 35
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Dahl & Fedriani 2012; Matasović 2013; Danesi 2014; Fedriani 2014; Viti 2016, inter
alia):
(1) a. OId Icelandic
Þuríði
Þuríður.dat
batnaði
recovered.3sg
sóttarinnar.
illness.the.gen
‘Þuríður got better from the illness.’ (Eyrbyggja saga, ch. 55)5
b. Latin
mihi
me.dat
tua
your
consilia
counsels.nom.pl
displiceant
displease.3pl
‘I do not like your counsels’ (Cic. Att. 9.9)
c. Ancient Greek
oú
not
sphi
them.dat
hḗndane
please.3sg
tà
art.nom.pl
10
‘They did not like these things’ (Hdt. 7.172)
d. Vedic Sanskrit
śáṃ
well
no
our
astu
be.imp.3sg
dvipáde
biped.dat
‘Well be to our biped’ (RV, X, 165, 1)
e. Old Russian15
protivitь
hinder.3sg
ze
but
mi
me.dat
sja
refl
paky
again
straxъ
fear.nom
’But I am hindered by fear again’ (Sreznevskyi 1893: 1591)
f. Old Lithuanian
nubôs
bore.fut.3sg
iiémus
they.dat.pl
giwatá
life.nom.sg
‘They will get bored with life’ (DP 14,47)20
g. Old Albanian
e
and
aty
there
e
him.acc.sg
muor
took
gjumi
sleep.nom.sg
‘and there he slept’ (Buz. 118.51–52)
h. Classical Armenian
part
necessity
ē
be.3sg.prs
n-ma
he-dat
ertʽ-al
go-inf
y=Erowsałem
to=Jerusalem
25
’He must go to Jerusalem.’ (Matthew 16.21)
i. Tocharian
kektseñts⸗
bodies.gen.sg
ekñinta
possession.nom.pl
mā
not
(mä)ṅ(k)ā-n(tä)r=me
lack-3pl.subj-mp=them.obl
’if they will not lack the possessions of the body ...’ (THT 24 b3)
j. Hittite30
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nu=kan
con=ptcl
ᵈGAŠAN-li
lady.dat
[k]uit
which.nom
É-er
house.nom
pukkan
hateful.nom
ʻAnd whatever house the lady (i. e. Ištar) hatesʼ
(KUB 24.7 i 24–25; cf. Luraghi 2010)
In the above examples, the verbal predicates can be divided into two types, a) verbs
and b) compositional predicates. For example, the Old Icelandic example in (1a) 5
includes a single verb batnaði ‘recovered’ and the same is true for Latin (displiceant
‘displease’), Ancient Greek (hḗndane ‘please’), Old Russian (protivitь ‘hinder’), Old
Lithuanian (nubôs ‘bore’), and Tocharian ((mä)ṅ(k)ā-n(tä)r ‘lack’). Compositional
predicates, in contrast, involve the combination of a copular verb, which may
be omitted, or other light verbs, together with a predicative noun, adjective, or 10
adverb. For example, in Classical Armenian, the compositional predicate is part
ē ‘is necessary; must’, and the subject-like argument is dative, exactly as in the
examples with a single verb. Light verbs are also possible in this context, as in
the Old Albanian example muor gjumi ‘fall asleep’, literally ‘be taken by sleep’.
The predicates in Vedic Sanskrit and Hittite are also compositional predicates, 15
although the copula is omitted in Hittite.
The examples in (1) above also illustrate different case and valency patterns
for the oblique subject construction. The Dat-Gen pattern is found in the Old Ice-
landic example, the Dat-Nom pattern in the Latin, Ancient Greek, Old Russian,
Old Lithuanian and Hittite examples. Acc-Nom is instantiated in the Old Albanian 20
example, Dat-Inf in Classical Armenian, while the subject-like argument in the
Tocharian example, Obl, in the Obl-Nom pattern represents a phonological merger
of the earlier dative and genitive, hence the more general term oblique. The intran-
sitive Dat-only is found in the Sanskrit example. These case patterns are only a
subset of the different patterns found for the oblique subject construction across 25
the Indo-European language (see Barðdal 2015 for valency tables for Germanic,
Baltic, Slavic, Latin, and Ancient Greek).
Consider also the following example from Modern Icelandic, containing a
compositional predicate vera kvöl ‘have pain, suffer’. This compositional predicate
consists of the copula ‘be’ together with a noun, kvöl, which is in the nominative 30
case.
(2) Modern Icelandic
Honum
he.dat
eru
are.3pl
þessar
these.nom
deilur
disputes.nom
kvöl
pain.nom
‘He suffers from these disputes.’
It is indubitable that the dative subject-like argument is a syntactic subject in 35
Modern Icelandic. What is also clear from (2) is that the copula agrees with the
nominative argument þessar deilur ‘these disputes’. Nominative agreement of this
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type is typically found throughout the Indo-European languages (see Section 3 for
a further discussion). The nominative argument,moreover, can be shown to behave
syntactically as an object in Icelandic. The criteria underlying this analysis are
based on syntactic behavior and not on case marking and agreement properties, as
would be common in traditional grammar. The Icelandic compositional predicate5
in (2) above, although containing the copula ‘be’, is not a standard copular clause
of the type John is a doctor, where the subject is linked with ‘be’ to its predicative
subjective complement. Instead, it is analyzed as a two-place predicate in Icelandic
with a dative subject and a nominative object.
Turning to Old Irish, the data for the present article come from the Würzburg10
Glosses (750 CE) in order to limit the study to a strict definition of “Classical”
Old Irish. Two examples are given below; one with an accusative subject-like
argument (3a), and one with a dative (3b) (for more examples, see Section 4.3 and
the appendix).
(3) a. is-cíth
cop-weary
linn
with.us.acc
etarscarad
separation.nom
coirp
body.gen
et-anme
et-soul.gen
15
‘we find the separation of body and soul weary’ (Wb. 15c12)
b. mad
if.cop.prs.subj.3sg
aill
desire.nom
duib
to.you.dat
cid
even
accaldam
conversing.nom
neich
any.gen
diib
of.them.dat
darigente
pv.it.do.perf.sec.fut
‘if you desire even to talk to with any of them, you could do it’
(Wb. 13b3)20
The predicates under investigation for Old Irish are compositional predicates,
much like the examples from Vedic Sanskrit, Classical Armenian, Hittite, and
Modern Icelandic in (1) above. These compositional predicates in Old Irish are
combinations of the copular verb and a predicative noun or adjective.1 Impor-
tantly for us, these compositional predicates also occur with dative or accusative25
subject-like arguments, exactly as in the examples in (1–2) above. The subject-like
argument in our data is represented with a prepositional phrase, continuing older
Indo-European accusatives and datives (e. g. Thurneysen 1946: 181–182). Although
independent datives do occur in Old Irish, mostly in comparative constructions
and in apposition with personal pronouns, they are rare and largely limited to30
poetry (Thurneysen 1946: 160–161). We motivate our analysis of the prepositional
phrases as subject-like arguments in more detail in Section 4.3.
1 For a discussion of the constructions with do + verbal noun, cf. Stüber 2009; these are, however,
not relevant for our purposes.
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Independent accusatives are also common in Old Irish, primarily as direct ob-
jects with transitive verbs. Our corpus presently contains no examples of indepen-
dent accusatives as subject-like arguments. As both the prepositional dative and the
prepositional accusative continue the Proto-Indo-European independent morpho-
logical dative and accusative respectively, they are equivalent to non-nominative 5
arguments in languages such as Ancient Greek, Sanskrit, and Latin, where these
constructions contain independent dative and accusative forms.
To summarize,we argue that, like inVedic Sanskrit, Classical Armenian,Hittite,
and Old Icelandic, the Old Irish examples of cop + noun/adjective are composi-
tional predicates with one or two arguments. In Section 4, we discuss the status of 10
the oblique subject-like argument in these constructions and argue that it should be
analyzed as a subject. We discuss and reject potential alternative analyses for these
constructions. Finally, we discuss word order and show that these constructions
in Old Irish follow regular VSO word order. Before discussing oblique subject-like
arguments in Old Irish in detail, a few comments on subject behavior are in order. 15
3 Subject behavior
A comprehensive list of subject properties was devised, classically, by Keenan
1976 as a means of developing a universal definition of subjects. Further research
has shown that the subject concept hardly has a universal applicability and the
common opinion in the field is that subjects are at least language specific, if not 20
construction specific (Dryer 1997; Croft 2001; Culicover & Jackendoff 2005; Van
Valin 2005; Barðdal 2006; Bickel 2011).
The set of universal subject properties put forth by Keenan was divided into i)
coding, ii) behavioral, iii) semantic, and iv) pragmatic properties. Of these, it is
first and foremost the coding and the behavioral properties that have been used 25
to distinguish between subjects and objects. The most widely used coding and
behavioral properties from Keenan’s list are the following (terminology ours):
– Coding Properties
– Nominative Case
– Agreement 30
– Position
– Behavioral Properties
– Reflexivization
– Relativization
– Coreferent Deletion in Conjoined Clauses 35
– Subject-to-Subject Raising
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– Object-to-Object Raising
– Omission in Control Infinitives
Keenan classifies nominative case and agreement together as coding properties.
As our goal is to investigate the subject properties of non-nominative subject-like
arguments, case marking is excluded from the list of applicable subject tests. It5
is also well known that agreement does not correlate with subject status, but
with nominative marking, for instance in Icelandic (H. Á. Sigurðsson 1991; H. Á.
Sigurðsson 2002), as noted above in Section 2.
Control infinitives are considered to be the most conclusive evidence of subject
behavior bymany, as the subject argument of the infinitive is left unexpressedunder10
identity with an argument of the matrix verb, which is not a property of objects (cf.
Falk 1995; Rögnvaldsson 1996; Moore & Perlmutter 2000; Barðdal 2006; Barðdal
& Eythórsson 2003; Eythórsson & Barðdal 2005). However, control infinitives are
generally very rare in texts, and they are found even less frequently with oblique
subject predicates. Control infinitives are even harder to find in languages with15
finite corpora.
However, finding control constructions in Old Irish proves difficult, as the cor-
pus is rather too small for locating such specific syntactic conditions. Furthermore,
Old Irish does not have infinitives of the type seen in Latin (amāre ‘to love’) or
English (to love), but rather analogous constructions are composed of a copular20
verb and a verbal noun, the exact syntactic properties of which have yet to be
investigated (cf. Le Mair in prep). Control constructions therefore present a poor
environment for investigating subjecthood in Old Irish, as the data are sparse
and perhaps even non-existent depending on the exact nature of the verbal noun
construction.25
Returning to Keenan’s list above, the last of the coding properties is position
in the clause relative to the verb and other clausal elements. Position may be
successfully used to distinguish between subjects and objects in several languages,
most notably, of course, in languages with relatively fixed word order. In such
cases, neutral word order is distinguished on the basis of information structure30
and frequencies.
The position of subjects relative to verbs and objects may be a useful subject
test, as almost every single sentence is a data point for word order. If a consistent
syntactic position is found for arguments that are canonical with respect to their
coding (i. e. nominative), then one can use this as a baseline for testing the subject-35
hood of non-canonical subject-like arguments. In other words, we argue for the
comparison of the behavior of oblique subject-like arguments with the behavior of
i) canonical subjects and ii) canonical objects, in order to determine which of the
two the subject-like obliques pattern with.
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Observe that we have so far not presented any definition of “subject”, except to
refer to the argument that occurs immediately after the verb in Old Irish. For a for-
mal definition of subject, see Eythórsson & Barðdal 2005. However, for the purpose
of the present article, we let it suffice to say that by “subject” we mean all and any
arguments of the verb that behave in the same way as a canonical nominative in 5
Nom-Acc argument structure constructions, irrespective of case marking. Whether
one calls Nom and Acc arguments in Nom-Acc argument structures “subjects“
and “objects”, or “apples” and “oranges”, respectively, is irrelevant to the discus-
sion here. What is important is the similarity in behavior between canonically
case-marked subjects and non-canonically case-marked subject-like arguments. 10
Upon finding such a similarity, not to mention identity, it can be concluded that
non-canonically case-marked subject-like arguments share the same grammatical
relation as canonically case-marked subjects, in this case the subject relation.
We now turn to word order in Old Irish and whether or not oblique subject-like
arguments pattern with unambiguous subjects or unambiguous subjects. 15
4 Old Irish
In Section 4.1, we give an overview of word order distribution in Old Irish, confirm-
ing the neutral word order of Nom-Acc predicates in Old Irish as VSO in Section 4.2.
Section 4.3 is devoted to the issue of oblique subject-like arguments, where we first
refute a potential attribute analysis of the oblique, before we show that oblique 20
subject-like arguments pattern with nominative subjects and not with accusative
objects, with regard to word order properties.
4.1 Word order
As mentioned above, Old Irish is a VSO language, which means that in sentences
with neutral word order, the finite verb always heads the clause—neither subjects 25
nor objects can precede the verb, only adverbial elements and conjunctions can
(cf. Thurneysen 1946: 327). Focus and topic constructions allow subject and object
movement, but fronting of this type usually requires a cleft sentence and so the
clause is still verb-initial. Example (4) shows neutral word order.
(4) beoigidir
vivifies.3sg
in-spirut
the-spirit.nom
in-corp
the-body.acc
in-fect-so
the-time.acc-this
30
‘The spirit now quickens the body’ (Wb. 13d7)
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Variation in word order is discussed in Mac Giolla Easpaig 1980, who gives
seven potential motivations for non-VSO word order and we provide examples of
most of these in (5): relative clauses, stylistic variation, heavy NP’s, VN as subject or
object of the clause, emphasis, reintroduction of a previously mentioned character
into the narrative, and change of focus. To this list we also add clauses with infixed5
object pronouns (5d), where the object pronoun is infixed to the verb. In accordance
with Wackernagel’s Law, these reflexes of Proto-Indo-European enclitic pronouns
typically occupy second position in a clause-initial verb cluster (Russell 1995: 50;
McCone 2006: 50).
(5) a. Relative clause10
is-ferr
is-better
lim-sa
with.me-emph
didiu
then
aní
that.nom
tairci 2
which.produces.3sg
in-bríg
the-privilege.acc
móir
big.acc
sin
dem
duib-si
to.you-emph
‘I prefer, then, that which produces that great privilege to you’
(Wb. 12c31)
b. Heavy subject15
Ferais
pour.prt.3sg
fāelti
joy
móir
great
friu
to.them
Blathnath
Blathnath.nom
ingen
girl.nom
Mind
Mend.gen
ben
wife.nom
Con Roí
Cú Roí.gen
maic
son.gen
Dāiri
Dáire.gen
‘Blathnath daughter of Mend wife of Cú Roí mac Dáire bade them wel-
come’3 (from Mac Giolla Easpaig 1980: 29, cited in Lash 2014: 279)
c. Focus (clefting)20
is-tri-chretim
cop-through-belief.acc
iesu
Jesus.gen
christi
Christ.gen
is-fírian
cop-righteous.nom
cách
everyone.nom
‘It is through belief in Jesus Christ that everyone is righteous’ (Wb. 2b6)
d. Infixed object pronoun
ro-s-pridach
PV-them-preached
ro-s-comalnastar
PV-them-fulfilled
ro-s-dánigestar
PV-them-granted
dún
to.us.dat
‘he has preached them, he has fulfilled them, he has granted them to25
us’ (Wb. 21b9)
Lash (2014) elaborates on Mac Giolla Easpaig’s discussion and focuses on subject
position in relation to sentential adverbs. Lash concludes that in addition to the
2 The form -tairci is the prototonic form of do-áirci. Cf. McCone 1997: 14 for the use of the prototonic
form in the relative.
3 Blathnath’s name is spelled variously as Blathnat, Blathnait, and Blathnath in the different
sources. We follow MacGiolla Espaig’s spelling.
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subject position following the verb, and its alternative final position as discussed
by Mac Giolla Easpaig and shown in (5c), there is also an intermediate position for
the subject following specific, demarcating, adverbs. An example is shown in (6)
below.
(6) Do-ber
PV-give.3sg
danō
ADV
rí
king
Locha
Loch.gen
Léin
Léin
a
his
gīall
hostage
do
to
ríg
king
Cīarraige
Cíarraige.gen
fri
as
a
his
5
folta
obligations
tēcti.
proper
‘The king of Loch Léin gives his hostage to the king of Cíarraige in accord
with his proper obligations.’
(POMIC, WMS s.31; ed. 316.17–18, cited in Lash 2014: 281)
Excluding these clear word order deviations, we consider the distribution of word 10
order for nominative subjects and accusative objects, on the one hand, and oblique
subject-like arguments, on the other. Since Old Irish is a pro-drop language, only
sentences with overt nominative subjects have been taken into account for deter-
mining neutral word order.
4.2 Nominative subjects 15
In order to empirically test the claim that Old Irish is a VSO language and to
establish a baseline againstwhich oblique subject-like arguments can be compared,
we coded 34 tokens drawn from 22 different Nom-Acc verbs (see Table 1) for word
order. Most of these verbs occurred only once or twice with overt subject and object.
For this reason, we have drawn from a larger pool of verbs. 20
Table 1. Old Irish Nom-Acc verbs used to establish neutral word order
as-ren ‘repays’4
do-beir ‘gives’
gaibid ‘takes’
beoigidir ‘vivifies’
do-coisgedar ‘follows’
imm-folngi ‘effects’
berid ‘brings’
do-éicci ‘looks’
ind-nëat ‘awaits’
caraid ‘loves’
do-gni ‘does’
línaid ‘fills’
cobraithir ‘helps’
fo-ceird ‘casts’
ro-cluinethar ‘hears’
con-utuinc ‘builds up’
for-cain ‘teaches’
ro-finnadar ‘knows’
do-airchain ‘foretells’
fo-ruimi ‘sets’
scríbaid ‘writes’
do-áirci ‘causes’
4 Tokens collected from Kavanagh &Wodtko 2001, spelling and translation following the editors.
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Two examples of Nom-Acc constructions are presented in (7) below:
(7) a. rocluinethar
hears.3sg
cách
everyone.nom
in-fogur
the-sound.acc
‘Everyone hears the sound’ (Wb. 12c22)
b. carad
love.imp.3sg
cách
each.nom
uaib-si
of.you-emph
alaile
other.acc
‘Let each of you love the other’ (Wb. 23c1)5
The word order distribution for these Nom-Acc predicates is given in Table 2 below.
There is an overwhelming preference for VSO word order in Old Irish with 91% of
the Nom-Acc tokens showing VSO and only 9% showing an inverted order between
the subject and the object.
Table 2. Surface word order for Nom-Acc verbs
VSO VOS N
31 (91%) 3 (9%) 34
The three VOS tokens are shown below. Examples (8a–b) are most likely subject10
final because the subjects are indefinite, a restriction that is well known from
Icelandic (Ottósson 1989; Bobaljik & Jonas 1996), Portuguese (Costa 2000), Arabic
(Brustad 2000), among other languages. Example (8c) has a heavy NP subject (cf.
example 5c above), which would account for the subject-final word order; however,
what counts as a heavy NP has not been clearly defined for Old Irish (cf. Mac Giolla15
Easpaig 1980: 29; Mac Coisdealbha 1998: 40).
(8) a. ni-táirci
neg-causes.prs.3sg
lessu
benefit.acc.pl
utmille
restlessness.nom.sg
‘restlessness causes no benefits’ (Wb. 27a28)
b. ni
neg
dénat
does.prs.3pl
firtu
miracle.acc.pl
úili
all.nom.pl
‘all do not work miracles’ (Wb. 12b20)20
c. rolín
fills.perf.3sg
in-bith
the-world.acc
nuile
all
et
et
caelum
caelum
bolad
smell.nom
inna
the.gen
idbairte-sin
offering.gen-that
‘the odor of that offering has filled the whole world et caelum’
(Wb. 22b13)
To conclude, the frequencies in Table 2 are clear evidence that nominative subjects
precede accusative objects in Old Irish, confirming the neutrality of VSO word25
order. We use these statistics in our comparison with compositional predicates
that select for oblique subject-like arguments in Section 4.3.3 below.
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4.3 Oblique subject-like arguments
The type of oblique subject constructions under investigation in Old Irish is ex-
emplified by the datives in (9) and the accusatives in (10). These arguments can
occur with two types of verbs with the meaning ‘to be’, namely the copula is and
the substantive verb at-tá, of which the latter is used to denote location or to form 5
progressive constructions. Constructions with oblique subject-like arguments with
the substantive verb are however very common with infixed and suffixed pronouns.
Thus, Wackernagel’s Law applies and word order may be non-neutral. Since our
aim in this article is to compare the behavior of nominative subjects and oblique
subject-like arguments in neutral word order, constructions with the substantive 10
verb have been excluded.
(9) a. ni-torbe
neg.cop-profit.nom
do
to.him.dat
an-imdibe
the-circumcision.nom
adchi
that.sees
cách
everyone.nom
‘He does not profit from the circumcision which everyone sees’
(Wb. 2a2)
b. Ce-torbe
what.cop-profit.nom
dúib-si
to.you.dat.pl-emph
didiu
then
in-fogur
the-sound.nom.sg
sin
this
15
‘How then do you profit from this sound?’ (Wb. 12d5)
c. isgnáth
cop.customary.nom
do
to.him.dat
cobir
help.nom
cach
every
lobir
weak.gen.sg
hifochidib
in.temptation.dat.pl
‘he is wont to help every feeble one in tribulations’ (Wb. 16a31)
(10) a. is-cíth
cop-weary
linn
with.us.acc
etarscarad
separation.nom
coirp
body.gen
et-anme
et-soul.gen
‘we find the separation of body and soul weary’ (Wb. 15c12) 20
b. ní
neg.cop
mebul
shame.nom
lemm
with.me.acc
precept
preaching.nom
soscéli
gospel.gen
‘I am not ashamed to preach the Gospel’ (Wb. 1b10, 11)
c. is-lúud
cop-impulse.nom
leu
with.them.acc
teistiu
pouring.nom
fuile
blood.gen.pl
‘they have an impulse to pour out blood’ (Wb. 2b1)
On a traditional Old Irish analysis of (9–10), the oblique subject-like argument is 25
analyzed as an inherent part of the predicative noun or adjective, for instance, lúud
leu in (10c), while the subject is taken to be the nominative argument following
the subject predicative complement, teistiu fuile in (10c) (McCone 2005: 39, cf. also
Mac Coisdealbha 1998: 10–46 for a discussion on word order in standard copular
sentences). 30
In our view, the “predicate” corresponds not only to the subject predicative
complement, but also includes the copula; as such, both parts make up the “verb”.
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That is, the verb is a compositional predicate of the type discussed in (1) above
for Vedic Sanskrit, Old Albanian, Classical Armenian, Hittite, and Modern Ice-
landic. This analysis is supported by the fact that the copula can be deleted, which
indicates that the contentful part of the “verb” is rather the predicative noun or
adjective following the copula—a view that is also held by traditional grammar-5
ians. The prepositional phrase (leu), then, is an oblique subject-like argument,
selected for by the compositional predicate (is-lúud ‘have impulse’). This oblique
subject-like argument follows the predicate, occurring in its canonical position, im-
mediately after the V in a VSO structure. We provide clear statistics on the relative
position of this oblique argument in Section 4.3.3.10
In sum, we analyze the examples in (9–10) as VSO structures. That is, the
clause begins with a compositional predicate, consisting of the copula together
with a predicative noun or an adjective, the V. The compositional predicate is then
followed by the oblique subject-like argument, in our view the S, which itself is
followed by an object in the nominative case, the O.15
4.3.1 Alternative syntactic analysis of the oblique subject-like argument
We now discuss and refute potential counterarguments to the VSO structure that
our analysis assumes. This is part of our argumentation that the oblique subject-
like argument is an argument of a compositional predicate and not an inherent
part of the subject predicative complement.20
Alternative analyses center on the syntactic status of the oblique subject-like
argument itself, rather than on the makeup of the “predicate”. First, one could
argue that the oblique subject-like argument is dependent on the noun rather than
being selected by the compositional predicate. That is, the oblique subject-like
argument could be an attribute of the subject predicative complement. Typically25
in the languages of the world, genitive attributes manifest a possessive relation,
with some languages showing variation between genitive and dative attributes.
Accusative attributes, however, are virtually non-existent, whichmakes a potential
attribute analysis for the examples in (10) above exceedingly unlikely.
Nevertheless, if a possessive attribute analysis is entertained, the predicate in30
(9a–b) would be ‘his/your profit is’ and not only ‘profit is’. This could indeed be
seen as a viable analysis of nominal predicates, as possession can be indicated in
this way in Old Irish. It is however inadequate for adjectival predication, as in (11)
below:
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(11) a. is-irdurcu
cop-clearer.nom
epirt
speech.dat
lim
with.me.acc
són
it
‘I deem it clearer than speech’ (Wb. 9b17)
b. is
cop
assu
easier.cpar
linn
with.us-acc
scarad
separation.nom
friarcorp
from.our.body.acc
‘we consider it easier to separate from our body’ (Wb. 15c22)
c. ba-ferr
was.cop-better.cpar
limm
with.me.acc
immurgu
however
buith
being.nom
di
to.her.dat
inógi
in.virginity.dat
5
‘I had rather, however, that she were in virginity’ (Wb. 10b24)
d. robo-diliu
was.cop-dearer.cpar
linn
with.us.acc
dethiden
care.nom
díb-si
for.you.dat-emph.2pl
‘we deemed our care for you dearer’ (Wb. 14d1)
e. arnábad
that.not.be.cop.pst.subj
rómár
too.big.nom
leosom
with.them.acc
intsamil
imitation.nom
crist
Christ
fochetóir
at.once
‘so that they may not deem it too much to imitate Christ at once’ 10
(Wb. 11c7)
Since any adjective can be used as a noun in Old Irish (Thurneysen 1946: 164), one
might argue that all of the predicative adjectival examples in (9–10) are actually
nouns. However, in examples (11a–d) above, the elements following the copula,
irdurcu ‘clearer’, assu ‘easier’, ferr ‘better’, and diliu ‘dearer’, can only be adjectives, 15
as they are in the comparative degree. In example (11e), már is also clearly an
adjective, as it is modified by an intensifying adverb, ró ‘too’. This excludes a
potential possessive attribute analysis for these clauses, a claim that is further
corroborated by the fact the subject-like oblique is represented by a prepositional
phrase with two different prepositions that select for two different cases. 20
Furthermore, attributes to predicative adjectives are even more restricted than
to nouns, consisting of only objects of comparison or prepositional objects, as
in English angry with his wife. However, objects of comparison in Old Irish are
expressed with preposition-less datives, as is illustrated in (11a), epirt ‘speech’.
The oblique subject-like arguments under discussion in our data set are instead 25
prepositional phrases with, most frequently, do or le. As they differ structurally
from objects of comparison, an analysis of the oblique subject-like arguments in
our examples as objects of comparison is clearly excluded.
Turning to the latter type, angry with me, in languages which have such adjec-
tival predicates, these select for dative objects, like German Er istmir treu ‘he is 30
faithful to me’ and Icelandic Hún ermér reið ‘she is angry with me’. In the history
of English, such objects of predicative adjectives were systematically replaced with
prepositional objects (Gradon 1979: 61), hence the with me and to me with angry
and faithful, respectively. The question is whether it might be possible to analyze
our subject-like obliques as objects, but on such an approach they would count 35
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as arguments of the predicate and not as part of a subject predicative comple-
ment. However, an object analysis would only be applicable in the examples above
where the compositional predicate is adjectival and not in the examples where it
is nominal. Moreover, in Section 4.3.3 below, we show that an object analysis of
subject-like obliques is untenable.5
To summarize the discussion so far, a “possessor” analysis of the oblique in
oblique subject constructions is ruled out since i) a substantial number of con-
structions do not exhibit a possessive function at all, and ii) a significant amount
of these predicates are adjectival instead of nominal, which in turn means that
a “possessor” analysis would be fundamentally misplaced. An attribute analysis10
for the adjectival construction is further ruled out since iii) objects of comparison
only occur in the dative and not the accusative, and iv) an analysis in terms of a
“verbal” object would only be applicable for the adjectival examples, and would
not apply to the nominal ones. As discussed in Section 4.3.3 below, word order
distribution also rules out an object analysis of the oblique.15
Given the restrictions discussed in this section, one might perhaps find it
feasible to argue that the subject-like oblique is a possessive attribute of the noun
in caseswhere the predicate is nominal, but an object of the adjective in caseswhere
the predicate is adjectival. This, however, would fundamentally defeat a potential
attribute analysis as one goal of such an analysis is to provide a unified account20
of the oblique. An attribute analysis in terms of possessive attribute for nominal
predicates but objects for adjectival predicates presupposes a major difference in
the attribute’s relation to its head, depending on the word class of the predicate.
Hence, an attribute analysis of the oblique turns out to be disjointed instead of
unite. Our approach, instead, offers a unified analysis of the oblique, namely25
as the non-nominative subject of compositional predicates, with the following
nominative being analyzed as a syntactic object.
The analysis we pursue here to account for the word order Pred + Obl + Nom
in the Old Irish data set is more in line with existing views on compatible inherited
data in other Indo-European languages. On that analysis, the subject-like oblique30
is regarded as an argument of the compositional predicate, which consists of
the copula (elided or overt) and a predicative noun or an adjective (for a list of
types of predicate structure, cf. the overview in H. Á. Sigurðsson 2004). For the
examples in (9–11), the compositional predicates are thus ‘have profit’ (9a–b) and
‘be customary’ (9c); ‘be weary’ (10a), ‘be ashamed’ (10b), and ‘have impulse’ (10c);35
and ‘deem clearer’ (11a), ‘deem easier’ (11b), ‘deem better’ (11c), ‘deem dearer’
(11d), and ‘deem too much’ (11e). The oblique argument following the predicative
noun/adjective is selected by a compositional predicate instead of being a part of
the subject predicative complement. On this view, the compositional predicates in
(9–11) above involve two-place predicates instead of standard one-place copular40
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clauses. We now turn to the question whether these oblique subject-like arguments
should be analyzed as objects or subjects.
4.3.2 An object analysis
Oblique subject-like arguments are often analyzed as objects, since they are not
case marked as canonical nominative subjects. Such an analysis, however, is often 5
based on the faulty logic that if an argument is not in the nominative, it cannot
be a subject, therefore it has to be an object. The term “object” itself is not clearly
defined and it merely acts as a waste-paper basket for those arguments that are
not considered subjects (cf. Barðdal 2000 for examples). This means that an object
analysis of the subject-like argument is generally subject to a lower standard than 10
a subject analysis of that same verbal argument.
In order to confirm, or potentially disconfirm, a subject analysis based on word
order, we therefore also compare the word order distribution of these arguments to
the distribution of canonical objects. If the same word order distribution is found
for these oblique arguments when analyzed as subjects, then there is empirical 15
evidence that oblique subject-like arguments pattern like nominative subjects and
should thus be analyzed as syntactic subjects. However, if the same word order
distribution is found for oblique arguments when analyzed as objects, then there
is empirical evidence that oblique subject-like arguments pattern like accusative
objects and should rather be analyzed as syntactic objects. Consider example (9b), 20
which we repeat here as (12) for convenience:
(12) ce-torbe
what.cop-profit.nom
dúib-si
to.you.dat.pl-emph
didiu
then
in-fogur
the-sound.nom.sg
sin
this
‘How then do you profit from this sound?’ (Wb. 12d5)
The compositional predicate cetorbe ‘what profit’ has two arguments, the oblique
subject-like argument dúibsi ‘you’ and the nominative object-like argument infogur 25
sin ‘this sound’. Since these compositional predicates are two-place predicates
rather than one-place predicates, both a subject and an object analysis are inher-
ently possible for the oblique subject-like argument and therefore both a subject
and an object analysis need to be addressed.
4.3.3 Baseline comparison 30
Having established above that theword order in constructionswith oblique subject-
like arguments is Pred + Obl + Nom in the Old Irish data, and that the subject-like
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oblique is an argument of the compositional predicate, we now consider how this
word order corresponds to neutral word order in Old Irish in general. As shown
in Section 4.2 above, the baseline word order has been established as VSO: of 34
tokens examined, 31 (91%) show VSO order. The other three (9%) show VOS order.
A preference for VSO word order in Old Irish has thus been confirmed.5
We now examine word order patterns for compositional predicates that select
for a subject-like oblique. Forty-one examples of compositional predicates selecting
for oblique subject-like arguments were examined, and all show VSO word order.
Table 3 provides a comparison of the word order patterns for Nom-Acc predicates,
on the one hand, and compositional predicates that select for subject-like oblique10
arguments, on the other, on the assumption that the oblique argument corresponds
to the subject, and not the object.
Table 3. Comparison of word order patterns across predicate types on the assumption that
oblique subject-like arguments are subjects.
VSO VOS Total
Oblique 39 (100%) 0 39
Nominative 31 (91%) 3 (%) 34
The patterns are very clear. VSO word order accounts for 91% of the instances
where the subject is canonically marked in the nominative and the object canoni-
cally marked in the accusative. An inverted order, with the object preceding the15
subject, accounts for 9% of the cases. On the assumption that oblique subject-like
arguments are subjects, VSO patterns account for 100% of the cases, which is
very similar to the 91% for nominative subjects. In fact, applying the Fisher Exact
Probability Test reveals that the difference between the position of the nomina-
tive subject in Nom-Acc structures and the oblique argument is not statistically20
significant for Old Irish (p = 0.09621).5
Lack of significance here can be interpreted in three ways: i) that the difference
between nominative subjects and oblique subject-like arguments is due to chance,
ii) that the two pattern very similarly, and iii) that the numbers are too small for
significance to be calculated. Starting with the first two possible interpretations,25
they are not mutually exclusive, however, as 9% of the nominative subjects in
our dataset deviate from neutral word order. On the assumption that this is a
5 We use the Yates Chi-Square test when possible but the Fisher Exact Probability test when more
than 20% of the cells have fewer observations than five, as advised by statisticians for frequency
data. The one-tailed and two-tailed p values turned out to be the same.
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deviation, it is most likely due to chance that our examples of subject-like obliques
do not show an OS word order. The third option, that the numbers are two small to
calculate significance, is of course a valid interpretation, but note with regard to
Table 4 below which assumes an inverted syntactic analysis that the exact same
numbers are high enough to yield significance. Either way, our raw frequencies in 5
Table 3 show that there is very little difference between the behavior of canonical
nominative subjects and oblique subject-like arguments as regards word order,
hence the claim that they do in fact pattern alike follows naturally.
By contrast, Table 4 compares the word order patterns for Nom-Acc predicates
and predicates that select for subject-like oblique arguments, on the analysis that 10
the oblique argument corresponds to the object, and not the subject. As stated
above, it is thus based on the inverse assumption of Table 3 above.
Table 4. Comparison of word order patterns across predicate types on the analysis that oblique
subject-like arguments are objects.
VSO VOS Total
Oblique 0 39 (100%) 39
Accusative 31 (91%) 3 (9%) 34
If the oblique argument is regarded as a syntactic object, theword order patterns are
completely opposite to what they are on a subject analysis. In fact, the difference
in word order distribution across accusative objects and oblique arguments is so 15
gross that an object analysis is scarcely credible: While 91% of accusative objects of
Nom-Acc predicates follow the subject, none of the subject-like obliques follow an
alleged nominative subject in the constructions they occur in. The frequencies in
Table 4 are well in the margins for applying Yates Chi Square and running that test
shows that the difference between the position of accusative objects in Nom-Acc 20
structures and the oblique subject-like argument turns out to be highly statistically
significant (p < 0.0001).
One major advantage of using the Chi-Square Test here, as opposed to Fisher
Exact Probability Test, is that it can be used to calculate Phi/Cramér’s V, which
determines the strength of the association between the variables. Cramer’s V can 25
range from 0 to 1 and the higher it is, the stronger the association is between the
variables, while the lower it is, the weaker the association is between the two
variables. In our case, Phi/Cramér’s V is 0.92 which is decidedly high, meaning
that the two variables, nominative and oblique case, are clearly dependent on
each other, and that the behavior of one of the variables can accurately predict 30
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the behavior of the other. In fact, the two variables most likely measure the same
concept, in this case the subject concept.
On the assumption that oblique subject-like arguments are subjects, VSO
patterns account for 100% of the cases. However, on the analysis that the oblique
argument is the object, theword order patterns are completely opposite towhat they5
are on a subject analysis. Similar work on Hittite (Johnson et al. forthc.) shows a
strong preference for SOVword order in that language for both nominative subjects
andoblique subject-like arguments. This is important because the strictness ofword
order in bothOld Irish andHittitemay allowus to drawconclusions about the status
of non-canonically marked subject-like oblique arguments in these languages,10
based on their word order distribution in each language, respectively. We consider
the Old Irish VSO word order for constructions with oblique subject-like arguments
as good evidence for a subject analysis of these arguments, since nominative
subjects andoblique subject-like arguments share the syntactic behavior of position
relative to the verb and the object, contra accusative objects. The only viable15
analysis is thus to assume that the subject-like oblique is indeed the subject of
the compositional predicate, which in turn entails that the nominative object-like
argument is indeed an object (see Section 2 above on this analysis for Modern
Icelandic).
5 Discussion20
In the present article, we have not adopted any definition of subject, as our goal
has first and foremost been to compare the behavior of oblique subject-like argu-
mentswith the behavior of canonical nominative subjects and canonical accusative
objects in Old Irish. We have thus applied a bottom-up approach to the issue of
subjecthood, in which we take the term “subject” to mean any and all arguments25
of the verb that behave as a canonical nominative in Nom-Acc argument structures,
irrespective of their case marking (for a definition, see Eythórsson & Barðdal 2005;
Barðdal, Eythórsson & Dewey 2014). We have compared canonical nominative
subjects and non-canonical oblique subject-like arguments with regard to their
position in the sentence structure, contra canonical accusative objects.30
What ismost striking about the data collected is that on the assumption that the
subject-like oblique argument is indeed the subject of a compositional predicate,
theword order distribution is consistent across the two types of compositional pred-
icates, i. e. those with accusative and dative subject-like obliques. As mentioned
above, this is strong evidence that such oblique subject-like arguments—although35
assigned different cases—have the same syntactic function as canonical nomina-
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Table 5. Comparison of word order patterns across predicate types in Icelandic on the assump-
tion that subject-like oblique arguments are subjects.
SVO OVS Total
Oblique 96 (94%) 6 (6%) 102 (100%)
Nominative 2327 (80%) 578 (20%) 2905 (100%)
tive subjects. This is further bolstered by the fact that the placement of canonical
accusative objects never overlaps with the placement of oblique subject-like ar-
guments in our data. These two complementary facts motivate a view of oblique
subject-like arguments as syntactic subjects.
There is a slight difference in the exact proportions of word order distribution, 5
but this difference is not significant. However, on the traditional analysis that
oblique subject-like arguments are objects, the difference between the two contexts
does become significant. The similarities in word order across nominative subjects
and subject-like obliques show that nominative arguments and oblique subject-like
arguments pattern alike with respect to word order, which therefore motivates a 10
view of oblique subject-like arguments as syntactic subjects.
Wementioned above in Section 1 that there is a consensus among syntacticians
working on the modern languages that oblique subject-like arguments in Icelandic
are behavioral subjects. This analysis is based on several behavioral tests, such as
raising-to-subject, raising-to-object, reflexivization, conjunction reduction, and 15
control, in addition to position in the clause. Since word order frequencies are
readily available for two-place predicates in Icelandic (see Barðdal & Eythórsson
2012: 377–378), it is appropriate to compare them with the frequencies established
for Old Irish above.
The numbers in Table 5 are not based on Modern Icelandic alone, but are 20
instead based on a sample of texts from different time periods in the history of
Icelandic, stretching all the way back to the 12th century (IcePaHC). A comparison
between frequencies for different centuries has revealed no significant differences
between different time periods in Icelandic, therefore the data could be collapsed
into only one category, namely Icelandic. 25
Icelandic is an SVO language with the verb occurring in second position in
neutral word order. This is shown in the first column in Table 5. The second column,
OVS, gives the frequency for topicalized objects, which also entails an inversion
between the subject and the verb, resulting in the subject occurring in the position
immediately following the verb. 30
The Yates Chi Square test reveals furthermore that the differences between
oblique and nominative subjects are significant both on a subject (p < 0.0007)
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and an object analysis (p < 0.0001) of the oblique, presumably because of the
difference in total numbers between nominative and oblique subjects, with the
former exhibiting 2.905 instances, while the latter is only found with 102 instances.
However, the Phi/Cramér’s V for Table 5 (p < 0.0007) is extremely low (0.004),which
suggests that the association between the two variables, in this case nominative5
and oblique subjects, is close to non-existing. In other words, even though a level
of significance is obtained on a subject analysis of oblique subjects, the word order
distribution of the two types of subjects is extremely predictable. Oblique subjects
certainly deviate a bit from nominative subjects, and even though the difference is
significant, the effect of this difference is still very small.10
A comparison of Old Irish with Icelandic confirms that Old Irish indeed has
the same strict word order as Icelandic, as the neutral VSO word order is found
91% of the time for Nom-Acc structures in Old Irish (Table 2 above), which is a
little higher than for Icelandic where it is 80% for corresponding structures. The
higher percentages in Old Irish aremost likely a consequence of the smaller sample15
size for Old Irish compared with Icelandic. Turning to the word order found with
oblique subjects, it is 100% in Old Irish and 94% in Old Icelandic, demonstrating
that oblique subjects in Old Irish pattern in the same way as oblique subjects in
Old Icelandic.
Thus, a comparison between Old Irish on the one hand and Icelandic, a lan-20
guage which has uncontroversial oblique subjects, on the other, shows that the
word order test that we have developed here for Old Irish appears to be no less
conclusive for that language as it is for a modern language in which the existence
of oblique subjects has been shown beyond doubt.
6 Summary and conclusion25
Non-nominative, or oblique, subjects are found in several modern Indo-European
languages, like Icelandic, Faroese, Russian, Hindi, and Urdu. For yet some other
modern Indo-European languages, opinions are divided on whether a subject
analysis is called for or not. For the early Indo-European languages, work on
Germanic has shown beyond doubt that only a subject analysis can adequately30
account for the relevant data and the behavior of oblique subject-like arguments
in Gothic, Old Icelandic, Old Swedish, Old English, Old Saxon, and Old High
German (cf. Barðdal & Eythórsson 2012). This raises the question of how to analyze
oblique subject-like arguments in the early periods of the remaining ten branches
of Indo-European, i. e. Latin, Greek, Sanskrit, Tocharian, Slavic, Baltic, Armenian,35
Albanian, Old Irish, and Hittite. Current work on Ancient Greek shows that a
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subject analysis is warranted in that language (Danesi 2015), recent work on Slavic
shows that some oblique subject constructions show more behavioral properties
of subjects than others (Grillborzer 2014); the same has been argued for Sanskrit
by Hock (1990).
The concept of grammatical relations, in particular the concept of subject, is a 5
multifaceted concept, and several different tests have been suggested to distinguish
between subjects and objects in the languages of the world (cf. Keenan 1976, inter
alia). Classically, the subject tests have been divided into coding and behavioral
properties, with case marking, agreement and position qualifying as coding and
various raising and elliptical constructions, for example, qualifying as behavioral 10
properties. However, the validity of each of these tests has to be established for
each language, as languages do not necessarily behave the samewaywith regard to
whether a particular behavior targets subjects, objects, or both in a given language.
As a starting point in approaching the grammatical relation of oblique subject-
like arguments in the early Indo-European languages, we have here focused on 15
word order in one particular early Indo-European language, Old Irish, which has
been argued to show stricter word order than the remaining branches (with the
exception of Hittite). Old Irish is generally taken to be a VSO language, thus pre-
senting the perfect opportunity to apply one of the well-known subject tests, i. e.
the word order test, to attested oblique subject-like arguments, provided that word 20
order distinguishes between subjects and objects in that language.
Our Old Irish examples of oblique subject-like arguments all occur with com-
positional predicates consisting of a copula combining with a predicative adjective,
adverb, or noun, while the subject-like obliques in question are in the accusative
or dative, and are always preceded by a preposition. On the traditional Old Irish 25
analysis, oblique subject-like arguments selected for by compositional predicates
have been regarded as being a part of the subject predicative complement, with the
predicative noun being analyzed as a subject immediately following the copula.
This is in analogy with the analysis of ordinary standard copular sentences, i. e.
subject predicative complements in Old Irish in which the subject immediately 30
follows the copular verb. We have shown that the subject-like oblique can neither
be analyzed as a possessive attribute to the predicative noun nor as a prepositional
object of the predicative adjective. This is due to i) lack of possessive semantics, ii)
the infelicitousness of possessive attributes with predicative adjectives, iii) infe-
licitousness of “verbal” objects occurring as attributes to nouns, and iv) the word 35
order distribution of subject-like obliques, patterning with canonical nominative
subjects and not with canonical accusative objects. Instead, we have shown that
the subject-like oblique behaves syntactically as an argument of a compositional
predicate, and that it cannot be taken to form a constituent with the predicative
complement of a subject in a copular clause. 40
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As a first step of applying the word order test in Old Irish, we have established
a baseline for canonical nominative subjects and canonical accusative objects. By
selecting a set of transitive verbs in Old Irish, and counting occurrences of the
different word orders, we have set a standard for comparing oblique subject-like
arguments with both canonical nominative subjects and canonical accusative ob-5
jects. It turns out that nominative subjects occupy their canonical second position
following the finite verb in Old Irish in an overwhelming majority of cases. This
is how a baseline for word order can be established. A comparison with oblique
subject-like arguments reveals that they share the word order distribution of canon-
ical nominative subjects and, as its corollary, deviate substantially from the word10
order distribution of canonical accusative objects. In this respect, oblique subject-
like arguments in Old Irish behave syntactically as canonical nominative subjects
do. A further comparison with Icelandic, a language well known for exhibiting
oblique subjects, additionally supports our subject analysis for Old Irish. The fre-
quencies between canonical nominative subjects, canonical accusative objects15
and oblique subject-like arguments clearly illustrate that oblique subject-like argu-
ments pattern with unambiguous subjects and deviate from unambiguous objects
in that language, in exactly the same way as in Old Irish.
The goal of this article is twofold: i) to develop and establish the validity of
the word order test for corpus languages like Old Irish, one of only two early Indo-20
European languages which have been assumed to have a relatively fixed word
order (the other being Hittite), and ii) to investigate how the behavior of oblique
subject-like arguments compares with the behavior of canonical nominative sub-
jects and canonical accusative objects. Our findings show that word order can be
used as a successful test to distinguish between subjects and objects in an early25
Indo-European language and that Old Irish subject-like obliques indeed pattern
with canonical nominative subjects and not with canonical accusative subjects,
leading us to conclude that they are indeed behavioral subjects in Old Irish. Further
research will show whether the word order test can be applied on additional early
Indo-European languages which show more freedom in word order, due to how30
information is structured and communicated in these languages.
Appendix: examples of oblique subject-like arguments found in
the Würzburg Glosses
(1) condib dídnad domsa foirbthetu hirisse dúibsi
‘so that I may be comforted by the perfection of your faith’ (Wb. 1b1)35
(2) ní mebul lemm precept soscéli
‘I am not ashamed to preach the Gospel’ Wb. 1b10, 11
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(3) islúud leu teistiu fuile ut gentes
‘they have an impulse to pour out blood’ (Wb. 2b1)
(4) isdedbir dúib cidmebul lib ataidmet
‘it is reasonable for you that you should be ashamed to remember them’ (Wb. 3b30)
(5) incuntubart lib inso 5
‘do ye doubt this?’ (Wb. 3c3)
(6) aní asmaith ladia doguidi ished tinfetsom dianóibaib
‘that which Godwould have (us) pray for is that with which he inspires his saints’ (Wb. 4b4)
(7) isingir lem cenchretim dúib
‘I grieve that you have no faith’ (Wb. 4b28) 10
(8) lour leu gníma recto diafírianugud
‘they deem the works of the law sufficient to justify them’ (Wb. 4d12)
(9) is hecen sainecoscc leosom for accrannaib
‘they deem it necessary (to have) a special appearance on the sandals’ (Wb. 5a5)
(10) combat ǽt leu buid domsa iniriss 15
‘so that they may have emulation (for) my being in (the) faith’ (Wb. 5b20)
(11) bacoscc carat limm dit agentlidi
‘if I were to give you a friend’s advice, oh gentile …’ (Wb. 5b32)
(12) isdiamuin leiss cachthúare
‘he deems every food pure’ (Wb. 6b8) 20
(13) iscían ós accobor lemm farríchtu
‘I have long desired to visit you’ (Wb. 7a3)
(14) is amre lim rad ṅdé lib
‘I marvel at the grace of god that you have’ (Wb. 7d3)
(15) nitorbe lasuidiu precept doib manidénatar ferte occa 25
‘they do not deem preaching to them profitable unless miracles be wrought thereat’
(Wb. 8a11)
(16) isbeic lim inbrígsin
‘little do I care’ (Wb. 8d21)
(17) isbeicc limsa abríg 30
‘little do I care’ (Wb. 8d21)
(18) beim foris lemm inso forsaní asrubart riam
‘this seems to me a foundation of what he has said before’ (Wb. 9c1)
(19) maith les agnási
‘he enjoys her companionship’ (Wb. 10a2) 35
(20) is frithorcon leu athabairt forru
‘they consider it an offence to force them to it’ (Wb. 10c5)
(21) cosmuilius aile lessom inso ba ṅdílmain dossom airbert biuth dithorud aprecepte
‘this is another simile which he has, that he was free to eat the fruits of his preaching’
(Wb. 10d14) 40
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(22) cosmuilius aile lessom inso ba ṅdílmain dossom airbert biuth dithorud aprecepte
‘this is another simile which he has, that he was free to eat the fruits of his preaching’
(Wb. 10d14)
(23) arnábad rómár leosom intsamil crist fochetóir
‘so that they may not deem it too much to imitate Christ at once’ (Wb. 11c7)5
(24) cosmulius aile lessom inso .i. cosmulius tuib
‘he considers this another similitude, namely a similitude of a trumpet’ (Wb. 12c46)
(25) cetorbe dúibsi didiu infogur sin mani fessid inni bess fonfogursin
‘how then do ye profit from this sound unless ye know the sensewhich is under that sound?’
(Wb. 12d5)10
(26) insians ondid accobor limsa ícc cáich
‘the understanding from which I desire to save everyone’ (Wb. 12d23)
(27) mad aill duib cid accaldam neich diib darigente
‘if you desire even to talk to with any of them, you could do it’ (Wb. 13b3)
(28) isaithiss doibsom cid anísiu .i. cenprecept dondaís anfiss15
‘they consider even this a disgrace, that is, not to preach to the ignorant folk’ (Wb. 13b11)
(29) tecmallid dia domnich beos arnaptrom lib atecmallad
‘continue to collect on Sunday, so that you may not find their collection heavy’ (Wb. 14a1)
(30) condib cuimse less ameit
‘so that he may consider its amount appropriate’ (Wb. 14a3)20
(31) roposcíth linn uiuere
‘we were weary of life’ (Wb. 14b26)
(32) luige limsa inso
‘I have here an oath’ (Wb. 14c39)
(33) cia rodbatar tirbithi aili fornn robodiliu linn dethiden díbsi25
‘although we have had other troubles, we deem our care for you dearer’ (Wb. 14d13)
(34) iscíth linn etarscarad coirp etanme
‘weary seems to us the separation of body and soul’ (Wb. 15c12)
(35) istrom linn etarscarad coirp etanme
‘heavy seems to us the separation of body and soul’ (Wb. 15c15)30
(36) is assu linn scarad friarcorp massudiing anrogadammar
‘we consider it easier to separate from our body if what we have prayed for is very difficult’
(Wb. 15c22)
(37) ar ba ainm leosom peccatum dundidbairt adoparthe dar cenn peccati
‘for they had the name peccatum for the offering that was offered because of peccati’35
(Wb. 15d20)
(38) isduthract linn doctrina precept dúib
‘we desire to preach doctrina to you’ (Wb. 16a10)
(39) isgnáth do cobir cach lobir hifochidib
‘he is wont to help every feeble one in tribulations’ (Wb. 16a31)40
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